
Ocean CleanUp  
 
MISSION: The Ocean Cleanup, a non-profit organization, is 
developing and scaling technologies to rid the world’s oceans of 
plastic. Our aim is to put ourselves out of business once the oceans 
are clean. 
 
BIG PROBLEMS REQUIRE BIG SOLUTIONS:  Every year, millions of tons of plastic enter the oceans, primarily 
from rivers. And the plastic that’s afloat within the oceans isn’t going away by itself. To effectively solve the 
problem, we need to both turn off the tap and mop the floor at the same time. 
 
BACKGROUND: A SIMPLE IDEA TURNED INTO A MOONSHOT PROJECT:  At 16 years of age, Boyan Slat saw 
more plastic bags than fish when scuba diving in Greece. He thought: “Why can’t we just clean this up?” This 
question led him to research the plastic pollution problem for a school project. He learned about plastic 
accumulating in five large oceanic gyres, the largest one being the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. In 2012, Boyan 
Slat held a TedX talk about how to rid the world’s oceans of plastic using technology. The video went viral, and 
the momentum that followed allowed him to drop out of school and found The Ocean Cleanup. 
 
WHAT IS THE GREAT PACIFIC GARBAGE PATCH? The Great Pacific Garbage Patch (GPGP) is the largest of the 
five offshore plastic accumulation zones in the world’s oceans. It is located halfway between Hawaii and 
California. 
 
PLASTIC ACCUMULATION:  It is estimated that 1.15 
to 2.41 million tons of plastic are entering the ocean 
each year from rivers. More than half of this plastic 
is less dense than the water, meaning that it will not 
sink once it encounters the sea. The stronger, more 
buoyant plastics show resiliency in the marine 
environment, allowing them to be transported over 
extended distances. They persist at the sea surface 
as they make their way offshore, transported by 
converging currents and finally accumulating in the 
patch. 
 
 
 



 
 
Once these plastics enter the 
gyre, they are unlikely to leave 
the area until they degrade into 
smaller microplastics under the 
effects of sun, waves and marine 
life. As more and more plastics 
are discarded into the 
environment, microplastic 
concentration in the Great Pacific 
Garbage Patch will only continue 
to increase. 
 
ESTIMATION OF SIZE:  The GPGP 
covers an estimated surface area of 1.6 million square kilometers, an area twice the size of Texas or three 
times the size of France. 

 
 

 

  


